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Cal Spas® Modernizes Popular Hot Tub
Leading spa manufacturer redesigns popular hot tub to enhance
consumer’s hot tub experience
Pomona, CA — (May 11, 2015) Cal Spas®, the world leader in
innovative Home Resort products, proudly introduces the reimagined
Connect™ 851 Bench spa. The new Connect™ 851 Bench spa is the
reflection of progress from their already popular Connect™ 850 Bench
Spa and Connect™ 836 Bench Spa, both of which will retire on June 1,
to 2015 to allow room for additional upgraded products.

Cal Spas® is proud
introduce the more spacious
and more efficient, Connect™
Series 851 Bench Spa.
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“The Connect™ 851 Bench Spa is the most spacious 8‐foot spa ever
created! The higher performing hot tub provides users with an intense
hydrotherapeutic experience that wouldn’t be complete without a
larger interior for more space to indulge,” says Casey Loyd, President of
local manufacturer, Cal Spas®. “The new Connect™ 851 Spa with
available upgrades is an example of the persistence Cal Spas® puts
forth to provide consumers the best products in the spa market.”
The 8‐foot Connect™ 851 Bench Spa allows up to 6 users to unwind in
style among the 51 candy cane stainless‐steel jets, while larger
headrests provide for better neck support, and an LED curved cascade
waterfall feature adds a soothing tone to the hot tub experience. A
new mold features wider seats for increased personal space and a
larger foot well for even more leg room and comfort.
Each seat in the new spa delivers targeted muscle relief with
hydrotherapy jets that have been rearranged in patterns that deliver a
better massage experience. The new hot tub also contains a larger
capacity filter for more efficient filtration which reduces the need to
drain the unit which will save the consumer time and money in the
long run.

[more]

Customers may choose to upgrade their hot tub experience by adding
one of Cal Spas® Value Packages to increase hot tub capabilities. The
Power Purification Package includes the Pure Silk CD Ozone Generator
to keep spa water sanitized, and the new Whirlpool Jet which provides
a powerful deep‐penetrating massage through a rifling motion. The
Rejuvenation Package includes the popular Adjustable Therapy
System™ seat with dedicated motor and control panel for the ultimate
personalized massage allowing users to switch from seven distinctive
pressure levels.
Customers are encouraged to find their local dealer using the newly
upgraded Find a Dealer feature on the Cal Spas® website. To learn
more about the new Cal Spas® Patio™ 835 Spas, and to find a local
dealer, please visit www.calspas.com.
ABOUT CAL SPAS ®
Cal Spas ® was founded in 1979 as a provider of luxury hot tubs. Today,
the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1 Global
Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces
premium collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in
Pomona, California and distributes worldwide through a network of
specialty dealers. The Cal Spas brand family of products includes Cal
Spas hot tubs and swim spas, Cal Designs gazebos, Cal Heat indoor and
outdoor saunas, and Cal Flame high‐end barbecue grills, outdoor
barbecue islands, outdoor fireplaces and firepits. Learn about Home
Resort Living and find a local authorized dealer at www.calspas.com.
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